Introduction

Strategic development of the resource
Siberian regions is faced with the complex of economic challenges, specific to Russia, and is carried out against the background of the typical tendencies: the dependence of economic growth upon the scale of natural resources extraction; the Russian space socio-economic inequalities strengthening or, in other words, the asymmetry of social and economic development between the regions -subjects of the Russian federation and within the large Siberian regions with resource economy and increasing competition for investment resources.
In this context, the development of the resource regions of Siberia, including the Krasnoyarsk Territory, is within the scope of the country's economic and geopolitical interests' priorities and requires the introduction of new modern scientific methods and tools for making effective management decisions.
In the world the decision-making practice in the field of territorial administration, economic and mathematical, as well as econometric models, based on the panel (longitudinal) data that give opportunity to study spatial development of both the region's economy as a whole and its individual components, and to assess the effect of influence of both private individual management decisions and system changes upon the level of the region development, are widely used. At the same time, conducting panel studies taking into account the international practice of spatial development analysis, allows to carry out statistically significant comparisons with the regions of other countries.
One of the key problems of the econometric methods application for the decision-making modeling in the Russian region management is connected with the choice of the models type and construction that will give and opportunity to take into account the specific features of the socio-economic development of individual regions and promptly reflect the impact of the institutional decisions changes factors at the level of the country as a whole.
Materials and Methods
The methodological approach to the problem solution is of complex nature, and includes the development of the model apparatus for decision-
making.
The contemporary studies on the spatial there is a possibility of selective knock-out (or elimination), which also takes place in practice.
Study Results
In this study longitude is determined by In the course of the obtained regression models assessment, the hypothesis of all the individual equal-zero effects using the Wald test, was tested and rejected. As a result, for the studied longitude regression, the model with deterministic individual effects turned out to be the most appropriate one (see Table 1 ).
A part of the initial vector of independent variables was not significant and was excluded from the analysis. The final set of factors includes For the temporal effects consideration, temporary dummy variable (d07, d08, ..., d14)
in accordance with the number of years in the analyzed period were added in the model (see Table 2 ).
It is necessary to note that with the dummy variables addition, the coefficient of determination The regression model with deterministic effects gives an opportunity to assess unobservable individual effects, that is, the characteristics of the object under observation, eliminated directly from the model. Individual effects can be calculated for each municipality separately, for example (see Figure 1 ).
Conclusion
The panel data econometric modeling
gives an opportunity to study socio-economic phenomena and mechanisms in the spacetime continuum and is becoming one of the most important tools for the well-grounded decisions in the field of regional management. effects are equal to 0.187 and 0.0926; the economy is subjected to changes in the fixed assets value (var5) to a lesser extent.
The approach enables to study the spatial development of both the economy of the region as 
